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Introduction - Hunt Effect 1

Hunt Effect

High light levelLow light level

The illuminance level of the lighting can affect 
to the perceived saturation
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Color Quality

Color fidelity
CRI CIE Rf

Increasing 
Chroma

Perception

More natural

• However, there are only a few studies about Hunt Effect 
using light levels for general lighting
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have!been!affected!by!the!different!ranges!of!chromaticity!points!used!for!different!CCTs.!
!
To!study!perception!of!white!light!for!lighting,!it!is!considered!that!that!the!experiments!should!be!
conducted!by!observing! illuminated!scenes!of! real!objects! including!human!skin! tone.! !Further,!
chromatic!adaptation!needs!to!be!strictly!controlled,!as!perception!of!color!is!strongly!affected!by!
chromatic! adaptation! state.! ! Considering! these,! a! series! of! vision! experiments! has! been!
conducted! at! the! National! Institute! of! Standards! and! Technology,! using! the! NIST! Spectrally!
Tunable! Lighting! Facility! (STLF)! (Miller! et! al,! 2009),! to! investigate! perceived! naturalness! of!
different!Duv! levels!of! illumination! for!simulated! interior! lighting!environment,!with! full!chromatic!
adaptation!conditions.!!Experiments!were!conducted!using!broadband!spectra!at!four!Correlated!
Color!Temperatures!(CCTs)!from!2700!K!to!6500!K!and!at!6!different!Duv!levels!at!each!CCT.!!!!
!
2.&Experimental&settings&with&NIST&STLF&
The!NIST!Spectrally!Tunable!Lighting!Facility!(STLF)!(Miller!et!al,!2009),!as!shown!in!Fig.!1,!was!
used,! which! has! 25! channels! of! LED! spectra! (from! 405! nm! to! 650! nm! peak)! and! can! control!
spectral! distribution,! CCT,! Duv,! and! illuminance,! independently,! illuminating! a! realUroom! size!
cubicle!(2.5!m!x!2.5!m!x!2.4!m).!!There!are!two!cubicles!side!by!side,! independently!controlled,!
and!the!walls!of!different!colors!and!textures!can!be!replaced!easily.!!The!facility!can!produce!up!
to!about!300!lx! to!800! lx!of! illumination!of!white! light! illumination!on!the!table!depending!on!the!
spectrum!of!light.!!

!
!

Figure!1.!!View!of!the!two!cubicles!of!NIST!Spectrally!Tunable!Lighting!Facility.!
!
The!light!source!unit!of!the!STLF!has!very!large!heat!sinks!which!are!cooled!by!forced!air!and!the!
temperature!of! the!heat!sink! is!only!about!27! °C!when! these!spectra!at!~300! lx!are!produced,!
while! the! room! temperature! is!kept! to!25!°C!±1!°C.!The!STLF!needs!only!about!15!minutes! to!
stabilize,! after!which! the! chromaticity! is! stable! to!within! ±! 0.0005! in! (u’,# v’)! for! four! hours,! and!
reproduces!the!set!chromaticity!to!within!±!0.001!in!(u’,#v’)!over!one!month.!!!
!
The! experiments! were! conducted! mainly! using! the! right! side! cubicle! in! Fig.1! with! offUwhite!
(achromatic)! walls,! and! in! addition,! experiments! with! a! limited! number! of! subjects! were!
conducted!at!the!left!side!cubicle!with!brownish!walls.!!
!
The!experiments!were!conducted!at!six!different!Duv!levels!(U0.03,!U0.02,!U0.01,!0,!0.01,!0.02)!at!!
four!different!CCTs!(2700!K,!3500!K,!4500!K,!6500!K),!except! for!2700!K!where!Duv=0.02!was!
removed!as! it! is! too!close! to! the!spectrum! locus!and!perceived!as!yellow! light,!and!acceptable!

STLF
(Spectrally Tunable Lighting 
Facility)
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Error bar : � Standard Error
N=22
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Quantifying changes of chroma saturation 
and to verify whether hue angle shift occurs 
by Hunt Effect with yellow and blue in 
addition to red and green
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Spectrally-Tunable (ST) Double Booth

Kwak, Y. et al. VISION E PERIMENT ON PERCEPTION OF CORRELATED COLOUR TEMPERATURE 

1960 (u, v) coordinates. On the other hand, colour differences and colour shifts of light sources 
are expressed by the distance 'u’v’ on (u’, v’) coordinates as defined by the CIE [CIE, 2014], 
and there is occasionally confusion in the industry between Duv and 'u’v’, and question is raised 
why Duv is based on 1960 (u, v). Since Duv is getting widely used, it needs to be defined by 
CIE but it should be consistent with the CCT definition.  Toward such an effort, we determined 
that the question on the definitions of CCT based on the 1960 (u, v) coordinates need to be 
revisited.  
For this purpose, a series of vision experiments have been conducted at National Institute of 
Standards and Technology (NIST) to investigate which coordinates, (u, v), or (u’, v’), agree 
more closely with visual perception, when the illumination source chromaticity is deviated from 
the Planckian locus.  The experiments used 12 subjects having normal colour vision and were 
conducted at a double-lighting booth with spectrally tunable light sources. Two methods, 
haploscopic and non-haploscopic, were used, as it was not clear which method would work 
better. The experimental methods and the results are discussed. 

2 Experimental Facility 

A double-lighting booth with spectrally tunable light sources was used for the experiment.   The 
booth is a commercially available product for visual inspection of products, but the light source 
part was replaced by the spectrally tunable light sources, which are also commercially available 
products.  The source has 16 channels of light-emitting diode (LED) spectra and provided with 
a computer control program that allows colour settings by entering CCT and Duv values.  The 
photo of the double-booth is shown in Figure 1. The size of the viewing area on each side is 
51 cm wide and 46 cm high, and 64 cm deep.  

    

Figure 1 – Photograph of the double-booth used for the experiment. The photos show when the 
top cover is placed during experiment (left) and when it is removed (right). 

The light-emitting surface of the light source is a diffuser with a 10 cm diameter, and there is a 
large light-transmitting diffuser between the light source compartment and viewing compartment, 
with which good spatial colour uniformity is provided in the viewing area.  It takes a long time 
(several hours) for the light sources to reach sufficient stability required for this experiment, 
thus these sources were operated continuously (24 h 7 days) at the reference setting (see 
section 3.) during the whole experiment period. The spectral distributions (at the centre of the 
bottom surface) were measured with a spectroradiometer on several light settings before each 
experiment session (each subject) every day, and the chromaticity drifts during the whole 
experimental period (about 10 days) was monitored. The drifts were within  0.0005 in u’ or v’ 
with a maximum within  0.001 from the initial set values and the illuminance was within  1.5 % 
from initial 500 lx setting. The spatial nonuniformity of colour on the booth inner surfaces 
(bottom surfaces and surrounding wall panels) were within 0.0008 in u’, v’ from the average 
value.  

Measurements of the booth throughout this experiment was made with an array 
spectroradiometer in irradiance geometry. The spectroradiometer was calibrated immediately 
before the experiment period, with a NIST spectral irradiance scale standard lamp. The 
expanded uncertainty (k=2) of the measured chromaticity of the broadband lights used in this 
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1000 lx light 100 lx light
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Error bar : � Standard Deviation
N=22
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Error bar : � Standard Deviation
N=22
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ANOVA (Color of patch x CCT)
• Significant main effect: color of patch
• Interaction between color of patch and CCT

3000 K/Green v. Red: Significant
6500 K/Green v. Red: Not significant

Experiment 2018

The green patch needed more 
chroma saturation for matching 
than the red patch 
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• Changes of the objects’ 
appearance was easily detected

• Changes of the objects’ 
appearance was hardly detected
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• Chroma changes of red has 
the largest effect on the 
preference for illuminated 
objects

• Green was 2nd
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The experimental results showed

• The hue angles also shifted slightly in different 
directions for different colors due to the Hunt effect

• At 100 lx level, the chroma saturation decreased by 
8~15% compared to those at 1000 lx

• The green patch needed larger chroma decrease 
for matching than the other patches


